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About This Game

Join Titus the Fox in his hilarious adventure "To Marrakech and Back". On foot, riding a skateboard or flying your magic
carpet, you set off across the Sahara to free your kidnapped love - Foxy! You encounter many enemies such as Babyboon, the

kid with the deadly bottle, and Toyo, the spectacled snake. This mega-game has been hailed by critics as the reference for
Jump'n'Runs in the computer games world.

Platform game of exceptional size: More than 900 screens on 15 levels with 54 extraordinary enemies.

Secret rooms, hidden bonuses, and deadly traps.

Unique system of interaction: player - enemies - objects - backgrounds.

Options: level codes, continue, adjustable 8-way scrolling.
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Title: Titus the Fox
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Titus Interactive
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1992

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 10 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English
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It's a good hardcore platformer.
It's like Super Meat Boy on steroids, with many interesting gimmicks and massive content layered on top of it.
However the controls can be very finicky at times, which can be extremely frustrating.
It's less streamlined than SMB, that's why I personally still prefer SMB over this.. Deep, beautiful and challenging space strategy
game with great space opera music that has to be heavily influenced by Eve. Sets a new standard for me how I want to
experience my space battles. Its going to be hard going back to keyboard and mouse now.

Can be played both with VR glasses and without.
. \u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2610 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered
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\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. Wow! Bought this for me an my son. We played 3 games over a 1 hour period. Sadly, I got dunked on every game,
but I'll definitely pwn him next time. This is a must have game if you like RTS, or startegic games. The balance of resource
collection, and force development is very well done, and the fog of war is on point. It is very reminiscent of "HomeWorld" sans
the awesome music score. I have yet to play with the in game options, or build my own ship, but I am looking forward to it.

For less than $6.00 this is a steal. Get this game, and help support this awesome developer!!!. The game looked interesting, so I
took a chance on it. I didnt even really get started before I found there was noway to turn off the slide locomotion. no custom
controls at all. I can't play with slide, makes me feel kinda sick. Hard to believe they make these games with no way to turn it
off, Lots of people don't care for, everyone should have a choice.
. This game is rough. It's clear that it doesn't have the love and attention that Volition Developers right from the word Go. The
menu might lul you into thinking that it's pretty cool aesthetic wise, this is a facade.

The game drops you into Earth instead of Mars. Into some sort of Soviet-esque, Diesel Punk style dystopian dictatorship called
the CommonWealth, ruled by Victor Sopot who you will hear everywhere due to ever present propaganda. Some people would
consider the location change a step down, I would reluctantly agree. I only remember two level's where I distinctly remember
being impressed by the level's aesthetics.

Victor Sopot is probably one of the best parts about this game, and his dead. IS. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING. AWESOME.
But really doesn't contribute all that much to the grand scheme of the game, as he's a Disc 1 villain.

After killing Victor a majority of your team turn on you, intending to run the Commonwealth. Before they do this, they help
you in several missions. Most of them having a Star voice actor. Which is pretty neat. However all of them are pretty boring
with a couple exceptions.

At that point the game storyline wise turns into a massive\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665show, characters that should
be elsewhere suddenly appear without rythme or reason. Or real impact. It's very subpar. However there are a few not so subtle
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references to Enemy At The Gates that made me lose my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in laughter.

The gun play in this game is kinda terrible compared to the previous game, your best friend will be the grenade launcher you get
in Mission 2. Most of the arsenal can be tossed in the trash. But they tried to change and add some new gimmicks to the
previous games weapon line up. You can now Akimbo pistols and smg's and throw grenades (hotkeyed to G). Shame most of the
weapons you can dual wield are completely useless by the time you get an assault rifle.

Speaking of the regular Assault Rifle, on Normal most the enemies take way too much damage for this gun to be practical.
Which is a huge deal! Swap this piece of garbage out for the other Heavy Rifles or shotguns at your first convience. Please for
the sake of your sanity.

Most of the guns have alt fires, some have underslung grenade launchers. Allot of guns have direct upgrades that much them
useless after you get the better weapon. Most of the arsenal you get is replaced by like four guns. Two of which are obtained
Metroid style from bosses. One of these boss weapons is missable.

To compound this, the gun play is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing terrible. Aside from the explosive weapons and the sniper
rifles\/dmr's, most of the arsenal you get is really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing boring to use. When you hit somebody with a
Grenade you can visibly see them be blown apart by the blast. Sometimes you get a really rad death animation of some
disembodied legs falling over. Everything else feels lame.

The level design itself a maajoorrr step down, only a few times did blowing open walls open new paths. Even then, they weren't
even open by me. But by enemies. Compared to 1 where using the rocket launcher liberally made me find paths that wove
around chokepoints e;g. The destroyable wall behind the Ultor gunturret on the way to the Sealabs, by an elevator and how it
leads to a secret air duct that has special dialogue to overhear and allows you to take enemies off guard. You will be sorely
missing such moments in this.

They made the Rail Gun once an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome weapon in 1 into a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
waste of space. The only time I ever used that thing was to fight a boss.

The enemies are boring and uninteresting, and lack that nice contrast to Mars Enviroment that the Blue Altor's soldiers had. And
blend in with the enviroment. The bosses and processed enemies are the only interest enemies that I think stand out.

The vehicle sections in this game compared to the first, go on for wayyyy too long. Experience them for yourself.

Most of the bosses in this game are okay. Except for a couple e.g; the first fight with Repta, and the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing mess that is the final boss. The final boss is against a two stage enemy, that whittles your health
down to one bar which eventually becomes a Quake 3 railgun 1v1 deathmatch. Except somebody took a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hammer to your own Railgun. So fyi, Use the WASP and Grenade launcher. Thank god the
health kits and grenades respawn.

All in all, this game becomes a slog against unrememberable goons. Against unrememborable bosses. With lackluster weapons.
Decent music. Subpar level design. Combined with a very short and almost schitzoprenic paced single player and no online
multiplayer this game isn't even worth 15$ AUD. I played it only for the historical value.. I find the simple fact that this is on
PC amazing. This game really manages to find the sweet spot in terms of difficulty and mechanics. It also feels really modern
while staying true to the old school roots of the genre. The controls are super smooth and they really couldn't be more
responsive. The graphics are also smooth and nothing ever feels confusing. I really like the simplicity of the art style as well.
The soundtrack is awesome and very appropriate. Everything just blends really well with this game and feels refreshing. If I'd
have to point out a downside it would be the tutorial which isn't necessarily the best. But the game gives you enough feedback
for you to figure out all the details of what's going on. Finally, just check out the feature description, there seems to be
something here for all sorts of fans of the genre. It really is glorious to see all this shmup greatness running at 60fps in HD. It
would be a sin not to give this one a shot if you're into bullet-hell.. love trying to speedrun this! (keyword trying)
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BEST Game I've played in the past 5 years.
Much more playable than Far Cry and Mafia, etc.... Pretty intense experience. Really hate those zombies. Density is good.
Music is great. The main character is awesome as hell.

They should definitely add more levels.. Tried to control myself from buying those pointless 'point n click' hidden object games
but somehow caved in and bought it when it was on sale.

Played this with my children and they absolutely loved this genre and found the story quite interesting!

Did not regret buying this and it prompted me to buy other similar games.. wery bad game,bad bad empty game. Story]
None.

[Graphics]
Meh, typical cartoonish isometric tycoon kind of models, can't tell much about this since you only see the restaurant and the
people when you play it. Animations are so awful, people move around their arms when looking at the menu because reasons,
for example. There's only 3 or 4 animations for waiters and cooks, that seems cheap and lazy.

[Audio]
It's enough, not much I can tell.

[Gameplay]
BOOOORIIINGG. Once you create your restaurant is just sitting down and watch people come and go, there's nothing to do,
customization of the restaurant is not enough, the recipe editor was okay, but that's it. Overall, boring as hell.

[Difficulty]
It is what I expected, nonetheless if you don't get enough tables you'll probably lose the game, seems poorly balanced but
reasonable.

[Game Time]
Don't even know, only played it a bit until I gave up and uninstalled it.

[Bugs]
Major bugs everywhere, you can't put decorations in some walls because they're glitchy as hell, performance is so bad my
gaming 1.5k€ PC couldn't run it properly, it crashed in just 30 minutes of gameplay, AI is stupid, and all of this makes this
game so annoying to play, never felt so angry playing a tycoon game, that was new.

[Price]
Stupidly overpriced, don't pay for this, buy a real game, not this lazy, glitchy, boring game.

[Conclusion]
I'm refunding this game, I really feel scammed, 20€ for this game feels just like someone stole it from me, this isn't early
access, this is an unfinished prototype of a game, there's nothing good about this game, there's just not and selling it for a
proper, good game's price is just disgusting. Shame on you, developer team. Shame. On. You.. Not worth 5 EUR. Simple game
and boring after few minutes.
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